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Introduction
Over time many inquiries have been received about the installation of SES software
products (Selcom, TecBasic and Select Gate) onto Apple Macintosh computers.
Operating System Compatibility List
SES Products Selcom, TecBasic and Select Gate are thought to be compatible with the
following Windows operating systems inside a Parallels virtual machine on an Apple
OS/x MacBook or Macintosh:
•
•
•
•

Windows 8 and 8.1 (64 bit)
*32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows 7
*32-bit Windows Vista
*32- bit Windows XP

*Untested by SES on an Apple MacBook, however, customers have reported success.
The following is a suggested procedure for one method of installing SES software onto
a Mac, and was tested on an Apple MacBook installed with Parallels and Windows 8
(64) inside parallels, with a Zoom modem.
SES Disclaimer
By following the steps outlined in the Suggested Procedure below you, the
“User”, unconditionally agree and accept the following Disclaimer concerning
“Third Party” products that for the purposes of this disclaimer are defined as
“software and/or hardware products NOT directly developed by SES”:
A) SES cannot and does not warrant Third Party products
B) SES cannot and does not provide support for Third Party products
C) SES cannot and does not provide support for attempts to install Selcom
Software on operating systems other than those listed in the above
“Operating System Compatibility List” above.
D) The User agrees that SES bears no responsibility whatsoever for any costs,
time or consequential losses or damages associated with or resulting from
the procurement, shipping, licensing, documentation, installation or
operation of Third Party products or from performing any of the steps in
this procedure, whether the steps were unsuccessful or otherwise.
E) The User agrees that SES bears no responsibility whatsoever for any costs,
time or consequential losses or damages associated with or resulting from
performing any of the steps in this procedure, whether the steps were
unsuccessful or otherwise.
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Suggested Procedure
1) By following the remaining steps in this procedure you agree unconditionally to
the terms of the SES disclaimer above.
2) Install a copy of the Third Party product “Parallels”, a Virtual Machine Manager
exclusive to the Mac. Please consult the appropriate Third Party documentation
for more information. Note: a cost may be incurred through purchasing/licensing
this Third Party product.
3) Install a copy of the Third Party product “Microsoft Windows” operating system
inside the Parallels virtual machine running on the Mac. Third Party product
operating systems thought to be compatible within the Mac environment are
listed above. Please consult the appropriate Third Party documentation for more
information. It is strongly recommended that you only install an operating
system from the compatibility list above. Installing any other operating
system may cause problems and ultimately lead to failure. Note: a cost may
be incurred through purchasing/licensing this Third Party product.
4) If modem communications are required when using the SES product, install a
Third Party modem inside the Parallels virtual machine running on the Mac.
Please consult the appropriate Third Party documentation for more information.
Note: a cost may be incurred through purchasing/licensing this Third Party
product.
5) Locate the correct folder on the installation CD using Windows Explorer. The
folder to choose will depend on which Windows operating system has been
installed inside Parallels. If Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8 was installed, then
look for a folder named Vista or Vista_ Win7. If Windows XP was installed, then
look for a folder named “XP”. If you are using either Vista or XP then locate the
sub folder “Full” located under the “Vista” or “XP” folders.
6) The file to execute for installation depends upon the product being installed. For
TecBasic, run “TecBasicV.msi”; for Selcom Secured run “Selcom Installer.msi”;
for Select Gate run “SG3.msi”. In all three cases follow the on-screen prompts.
Once the SES product has been installed, follow the instructions for use and operation
provided in the SES product manual.

